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Naive Love
I've been running toward you,
I heard your cries,
I'll always be near
If you want it

I believe in you,
Someday you will stop to play
Or maybe you let me
I know you don't mind my emotions

Naive love
You hurt me
You have the power to save or kill me

Don't judge me
If I'm crazy, if I want you in my arms
And love you once more

You took my soul slowly
It is not at all a sacrifice

As getting lost in the ocean
Are your tides that take control of my

This is madness
I lose myself in any word from you

I lost my pride
I'm on my knees before your demons
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Feed My Obsessions (All Is Justified)
(Since man became aware
We hide in our minds
Our instinct always wins and satisfy
Our darkest desires)

It's funny the way we are
The way we feel an attraction
To the forbidden
There are things that have not changed
Since man became aware of itself

Now we live in our concrete jungle
We hide in our minds the true wishes
Our instinct always wins and satisfy
Our darkest desires
When we are alone

Feed my obsession
You do not have to lie
Not this time

Sometimes we do the same question
To define the limits of reason and madness
To give meaning to our actions, to reach our targets

At the end…
In love and war all is justified…
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Beautiful Wild Flower
Today seems like a day without color
It seems that there is no dream

And you mourn over me
And you cover me with your tears
Are the signs of love for an angel with scars

When the nightmare becomes reality
Come into my arms to protect yourself
You are for me the most beautiful and wild flower
I will be the strongest if you are for me

Today seems like a night without moon
It seems that there is no more light

And the thorns hurt again
And I'll cover you even if I bleed
Are the signs of love for me, you angel with scars
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Poisoned (Feeling Your Skin)
Help me to show the bravest of my
For souls to lose their fear
For the ghosts disappear
I trust in you, look at me
You're the reason why I'm still alive
From the darkness of my being
To the sweetness of your blood

Feeling your skin
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Delirious Passion (feat. Alex Braun)
We always knew
What we want
You feel it
Our need

Inside out
You found it
Now we can breathe
In that heavenly scent

Sometimes we refuse to daylight
It's just a mirage
We can not deny what makes us human
What give us life
What makes us feel
What makes us dream

The substance that cause our hunger
We are about to explode
We must do what we have in mind
We are creatures in the night
Creatures of the Night

Satisfy me
A little game of love

Satisfy me
I'm your toy my love
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Charm
If paradise is not built in a day
The advice of the gods don't know
We don't need to know the master plan

Sweet surrender, you and I
To feel our hell of sin and lust
With the provision remain imprisoned

Our senses are distant from the distortion
Doing our match outside of time
Feeling beyond the skin, wrapped in each other

The spell on your lips is far stronger than me
The taste of your mouth is tastier than wine
Your moans are divine

Naked to the bone
Your eyes in the sky
Sweet condemnation
Our blood becomes one

Charm in you eyes
Charm in your skin
Sweet and bitter poison
Your chest in my chest
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Never Enough
Sometimes, I want to reset
Lost in silence to where you left me
Where are your promises, I have to pick up my pieces myself
For you it is just one more trophy, it's just a trophy more

You told me about reach the stars (the stars just for your sky)
Forgive me if I'm not as you want (I'm not what you want)
I did everything you wanted (I was your slave)
It was never enough for you (even vanish from your sight)

Souvenirs, flesh and agony
A smile, a smile for everyone
There seems to be nothing but you and you again
What can I say, I hope you are fine
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Butterfly Defect
It's a sunny day again for you
And the entire world is at your feet

You can never stay in one place
You just want more and more again

Butterfly
You are not only for me
You fly a garden to another
Don't care about anyone

Butterfly
Someday you will fall
With faded beauty
Nobody cares about you again

Once you get to mourn and sad
You know this is just another release
You say nobody understand
Just about change and move on again
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Fly (feat. Henrik Iversen)
Sometimes I want to tell you so much
Sometimes I prefer to keep quiet and turn back

My mind is unfolded before your eyes
My body and soul want to tell you

All in my life
Everything you need
Is to make you mine
To make you fly

I wonder if you even feel something like
I wonder if our heartbeats are beating at the same time

Connects your mind to my mind
My body and soul want to tell you
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Aphrodite
I'm in silence
I'm falling
In the velvet
In the beauty

Like a lighthouse
Showed up
And now I go to you
And now I feel again

I want to touch
I want to feel
Your skin so soft
Your pure soul

So should be
It's not a dream
Is our world
You and me

You're painting my dreams
You're handle
I'm king
And you are my queen

Look the past grey
Now is far
And now the landscape change
And now our life reborn
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Heaven (Slaves of the Sin)
Flying in your skin
We want the dream has never end
We want more, so much more

We come from the star
We want to taste our blood
Surrender to the sin
Swallow more than souls

Drinking of your body
Madness, we are feeling in the sky
With the touch of your mouth
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Illumination (feat. Felix Marc)
You tell me about your life
Come on, surprise me
This is my time, I'm not ready to listen
I'm ready to fly
Nevertheless you should know
Now it's too late
Because this time I don't care anymore
Here end of questions

I do not want nothing that ever lived
I don't want to hear more foolish speeches
Never mind if you disagree
So funny I once tried to believe
I feel pleasant within my silence
I feel complete living just for me
Away from madness, away from disease
This is my haven, you're not welcome in here

Lichtermeer, Schall und Rauch
Alone feeling the rain
Then I dance and watching the light again
Eternal light

I do not want nothing that ever lived
I don't want to hear more foolish speeches
Never mind if you disagree
So funny I once tried to believe
I feel pleasant within my silence
I feel complete living just for me
Away from madness, away from disease
This is my haven, you're not welcome in here

I do not want nothing that ever lived
I don't want to hear more foolish speeches
Never mind if you disagree
So funny I once tried to believe
I feel pleasant within my silence
I feel complete living just for me
Away from madness, away from disease
This is my haven, you're not welcome in here
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Divine Perversions
When I think in you
Modifies logic in my mind

And I try to hide this feelings
I try to stop
This forbidden thoughts

Come with me
Let me teach you something
Something insane
We will surrender to sin
In the name of love

Tenderness, madness
Like a body language
Is the scream of your skin

And you do not even know that feeling
Oh my little girl
You're about to learn the true passion
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